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TRIALS EVOLUTION

(Xbox 360, 1,200 MS points)

4.5

EVOLUTION follows on from the popular Trials HD
and offers more than enough improvements to
warrant picking up this addictive racer again.
Seriously upgraded environments are supplemented by a disappointingly basic customise mode
and the biggest addition of all – multiplayer mode.
Breakaway skill games and the addition of usercreated tracks means Trials Evolution has a
blossoming life-span – and is a whole lot of fun.
LAUREN WAINWRIGHT

1

DEPTH HUNTER
(PC, £19.99)

WE’RE all spear fisherman at heart – this game is a
chance to get back to your inner caveman.
Enjoy the exotic climes of Thailand or the
Bahamas and look at all the colourful fish – then kill
them all. Well, that IS the point of the game.
You have to practise holding your breath
on-screen – more fun than doing it in the bath,
apparently – and you can post your favourite
hunting moments online. But why would you want
to do that? This is bad. I mean really bad.

WEEK

WE are looking for four
hardcore gamers to put their
skills to the test in the
ultimate Sun gaming
challenge.
The four will each win a
brand new Nokia Lumia 900
phone – released next week
– with which they’ll battle
head-to-head to become
king or queen of the mobile
gamers.
Part of the contest will
include a behind-the-scenes
visit to Microsoft’s UK hub
in London Victoria, where
they will be given four
mobile titles to master.
Whoever achieves the
most gaming points after a
week will be crowned our
champion – and win a
further Xbox package.
The three runners-up will
still keep their new Lumia
900, which was recently
awarded the highly prized
CNet Best Of CES 2012
accolade.
To enter, simply tweet us
at @SunGamesColumn
explaining why YOU are the
ultimate gamer.

FEZ

Xbox 360 (800pts, £7.50)

SAYHI TRANSLATE

ROPE ’N’ FLY

SOCIALCAM

DIFFERS to smartphone
versions as it offers endless
suggestions. Listening to
Blur? It throws up links to
Oasis, The Verve and
others you might like. And
you can swipe back and
forward through 100 steps
as you get lost in tunes.
The drawback? Premium
subscription is required.

IMPRESSIVELY accurate
speech recognition app
which translates what you
say and says it aloud.
Works in 33 languages and
dialects and has attracted
near-perfect reviews all
around the world. Needs a
signal to work – and it
would really benefit from a
save function.

SWING Spider-Man-style
from building to building in
this tricky little freebie game
sequel to the popular
stickman original. The idea
is to swing from building to
building without shattering
your little fella on the floor
below. Very simple to pick
up – but annoyingly difficult
to put down.

IT’S been hailed as the
Instagram for video – letting
you add soundtracks and
filters to your clips before
instantly uploading them to
your social networks. Sign
up to follow people and
receive alerts when they
post videos and browse
“trending” clips to see
what’s being sent that hour.

Apple

Apple

5

I DIDN’T have high hopes for a
game that looks about as good as
Jet Set Willy on the Spectrum.
But Fez is all about delving
beneath the surface to unravel
one of the greatest puzzle games
ever and it’s a real contender for
video game of the year. You play a little white chap who lives in a
2D world with his 8-bit mates. Nobody believes that three
dimensions could ever exist. Pah, the fools.
But you discover that by pressing the RT and LT buttons on
your Xbox controller you can revolve the 2D world around 90˚.
To mark this discovery you are gifted with a small Tommy
Cooper-esque fez that sits on top of your bonce. Makes sense.
The aim of the game is to collect 32 gold cubes and 32 dark
ones, by a process of puzzle solving, head scratching and a
great deal of teeth gnashing.
It’s wonderfully simplistic but devilishly cunning.
The whole game even includes a secret hidden language the
player has to decode.
Its simple style and beautiful music make it a joy to play,
although the temptation to find answers on t’internet can be
overwhelming. For under a tenner, this is a game that every
single Xbox owner who wants to train their brain should own.
DB

SPOTIFY
iPad

Edited
by DAVE
MASTERS

HUNT ON
FOR No1
GAMER

Apple/Android

TEFAL 8-IN-1 MULTI
COOKER, £69
SAVE space with this
smart eight-in-one
kitchen gizmo.
It has eight settings to
choose from including
rice, porridge, pulses,
steamer and slow
cooker.
It also works for
making your own soups and baking cakes and is
big enough to hold up to 20
portions . . . depending on how peckish you are.
A delayed start button means you can set it to
get going in time for your return home. And if
you’re lazy like me, the non-stick removable
bowl is handy – as it’s such a doddle to clean.
The idiot-proof electronic display makes it
simple to nip between settings, despite there
being so many. Plus this stainless steel beauty
has a keep-warm button. Talk about hot stuff!
DAVE MASTERS

By TOM
CHURCHILL

THERE’S a fairly sound theory that you can
drop Mario and his gang into almost any
genre and they’ll elevate it to semi-greatness.
That’s largely true and almost the case with
Mario’s first tennis outing on the 3DS.
All the components are here – fireball
effects, incredible smashes, brilliant characters and even smacking your opponents with
the ball so they go reeling backwards.
It’s tennis on Mario steroids. It looks lovely
and plays a nice wee game with tight controls
that rely on a little bit of touchscreen
shenanigans but not too much.
The problem Mario Tennis runs into is the
unlockable challenge curve. The first few
tournaments are ridiculously easy and the
game expects you to go through the entire
structure with all eight characters. With the
only incentive to win new bits of kit for your
Mii, it soon becomes a bit “who cares?”.
More annoyances – you can’t pause midrally and if you like to switch the irritating gyro
settings off, you have to redo it every game.
Ultimately, this is capable of getting to a final
but not going all the way . . . in other words,
it’s Andy Murray.
DB

We Like Pablo...
BE LIKE PABLO

WHO: Ewen Watson (vocals/guitar/synth),
Ross Watson (guitar/vocals), Jen Blackburn
(synth/vocals), Jamie Murphy (bass/vocals),
Blair Stewart (drums/samples)
WHERE: Forres, Moray
FOR FANS OF: Two Door Cinema Club, The
Subways, Weezer
JIM SAYS: Describing themselves as The
Beach Boys with Scottish accents, Be Like
Pablo take us on a glorious indie-pop trip.
Brothers Ewen and Ross, along with
Jamie, previously played as Dan Against The
World. When other members dropped out in
2009, Jen came aboard, followed by Blair.
Be Like Pablo aren’t the first band to go
down the DIY route for the release of an
album, but I love the way they’re going about
it. The New Adventures isn’t officially released

until August, but the band are teasing it with a
series of monthly free downloads. Ewan told
me: “Rather than trying to convince people to
buy our album or find a label to release and
distribute it, we decided we’d give it away free
and try to reach a larger audience.”
The New Adventures has been some three
years in the making and is packed full of
hooks, sparkling instrumentation and glorious harmonies.
Ewan said: “We’re inspired by classic pop
songs and fuzzy guitar-based music of the
past. We like bands like The Beach Boys,
Weezer, Grandaddy and Scottish bands like
Teenage Fanclub and Belle And Sebastian.
“We try to channel a lot of those bands and
make our songs concise, catchy and fun.”
MORE: Grab free content at belikepablo.com

Q Jim will be featuring Be Like Pablo on In:Demand
Uncut — Sunday 7-10pm on Clyde 1, Forth One,
Northsound 1, Radio Borders, Tay FM, West FM &
West Sound FM. See indemandscotland.co.uk

1. Sniper Elite V2;
2. Prototype 2; 3. FIFA 12;
4. FIFA Street; 5. Mass Effect
3; 6. Tiger Woods PGA Tour
13; 7. Kinect Star Wars;

8. Mario & Sonic At The
London 2012 Olympic Games;
9. Battlefield 3; 10. Call Of
Duty: Modern Warfare 3.
l Source: MCV

Hood looks good

JACKHAMMER
@
The
!
Annexe, Edinburgh, tonight:
Detroit techno royalty arrives in the

capital in the form of Robert Hood,
pictured.
One of the most revered and
influential DJ/producers from the
Motor City, his landmark late-90s
productions on his own M-Plant label helped
spearhead the minimal techno explosion of
the Noughties, and he’s still untouchable on
the decks.
PSYCHEDELIC FOREST DISCO @
Kelburn Castle, Ayrshire,
tomorrow: Something a little different from your average club
night here — a boutique outdoor party in the stunning surroundings of Kelburn Castle featuring a diverse line-up of top-
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CLUBBING
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By JIM
GELLATLY

(3DS, £29.99)

OF
APPS THE

NIKI & THE DOVE
– Tomorrow:
Recognisably
Scandinavian
with their hefty,
electro choruses
and dark ethereality, this
track has all the chutzpah of
The Knife’s Heartbeats.
From the band’s upcoming
album The Instinct.
4.5
THE TEMPER TRAP – Need
Your Love: A cinematic beat
drives this epically
arranged, U2-esque piece of
indie-pop from this
Australian fivesome.
3.5
KATY B AND MARK
RONSON – Move To The
Beat: Using the sounds of
the Olympics – such as the
thud of trainers on track –
Ronson adds a slick edge
to all the furore surrounding
the Games.
3.5
THE SATURDAYS – 30
Days: This icy-toned dance
track isn’t really improved
by the average warbles and
clunky lyrics that this
girlband have to offer.
2.5
SCISSOR SISTERS – Only
The Horses: This is a
straight-up piece of
high-octane dance music,
with plenty of vertiginouslypitched synths and
dance-friendly beats.
3.5
THE JEZABELS – City Girl:
Another Aussie band with a
taste for the epic, this track
is carried by the measured,
powerful frontwomanship of
Hayley Mary. Very Florence
And The Machine. 3
ERRORS – Tusk: Blinking
electronics combined with
charging guitars and an
oriental-inspired melody
give this multi-layered
instrumental track a shed
load of kudos.
3.5
COLD SPECKS – Blank
Maps: Al Spx’s bluesy voice
soars over a simple
acoustic arrangement. The
slight catch in her otherwise
pristine instrument is where
the beauty lies.
3.5
THE ENEMY – Saturday:
This laddy, indie-rock
anthem ricochets ahead
with all the vigour of a
toddler going downhill on a
scooter.
3
MADONNA – Girl Gone
Wild: Snore. This is the
epitome of Madonna’s new
phase – her “out of touch”
period. A heavily-doctored
vocal delivers lines such as
“Girls they just wanna have
some fun” – a message that
Cyndi Lauper managed to
get across some time ago. 2
POPPY COSYNS

MARIO TENNIS OPEN

NEW MUSIC

HOT
TRACKS

TOP 10
GAMES

drawer music. The likes of Zombie
Disco Squad, Billy Woods, Rebecca
Vasmant play disco, soul and house
on the Viewpoint Stage, while the Elektrikal Tent features dubstep and
garage from the likes of DJ NoFace,
Chungo Bungo and the Rumours DJs.
See kelburngardenparty.com for
more info.
GUILTY PLEASURES OF MOTHER
GOOSE @ St Judes, Glasgow, tomorrow: This intriguingly-named night returns
with their biggest guest yet — French
electro/techno sensation Chloe,
who’s been making waves on
BPitch Control and her own
Kill The DJ label.
XY @ Cabaret Voltaire,
Edinburgh, tonight: The
capital institution reopens this
weekend following a reburbishment, and helping to start the
party again is Alex Metric — former star of Radio 1’s In New DJs
We Trust show. He’ll be showcasing his new Ammunition EP alongside residents Victor Q and DARC.
UTOPIA @ O’Couture, Glasgow,
tonight: Trance hero David Forbes
— whose tracks have been hammered
by the likes of Tiesto, Judge Jules and
Sasha — headlines this new night.
Q Email news and listings to tom.
churchill@the-sun.co.uk
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